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Changesin the microwavebrightnesstemperaturemeasuredby the ElectricallyScanningMicrowave
Radiometer (ESMR) flown on board the Nimbus V satellite reveal large-scalesea ice fluctuations in the
Antarctic marginal ice zone. These ice margin fluctuationsare predominantly wave numbers 1-4, with
phasespeedsof about 3 m/s independentof wave number. The spatial pattern and eastwardadvectionof
the sea ice anomaliesmatch thoseof the atmosphericsealevel pressure,and are consistentwith sea ice
displacementdue to surfacewind stress.Examination of the outgoinglongwaveradiation indicatesthat
suppressionof high cloudsin regionsof increasedsea ice increasesthe radiative cooling which contributes to maintaining the ice. Data from three winter seasonsindicate about a one-third probability of
occurenceof this large scalehigh frequencysea ice atmosphereinteractionduring any given 2-week
period in winter.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Sea ice is an important climatic variable. Interacting with
both atmosphere and ocean, it displays both the long time
scalesof adjustment associatedwith the ocean as well as the
more rapid changescharacteristicof the atmosphere.(For a
thorough review, seePolar Group [1980]). While much attention has been devoted to monthly and longer time scales,

relativelyfew studieshavefocusedon seaice variabilityon the
daily time scale.(Exceptionsare Raynorand ttowarth [1979]
and Cavalieri and Parkinson [1981]). The purpose of this
paper is to show that synoptic-scalesea ice fluctuationsoccur
in the region of the sea ice margin, and that their wave numbers and advection speeds suggesta rapid responseto
synoptic-scale
forcingby the atmosphere.
High-frequencysynoptic-scale
sea ice fluctuationsare significant not only becausethey provide direct evidenceof the
link with atmosphericvariationsoccurringon the samespace
and time scales,but also becausethey representthe primary
backgroundof "climatic noise" from which any true climatic
signal"must be extracted.In the absenceof any true climatic

the ice analysis, the total Antarctic sea ice area showed a
decrease[Kukla and Gavin, 1983]. This decrease,amounting

to 2.5 million km2 over the 8-year period,comparedto an
annualamplitudeof 15 million km2, hascausedconcernover
the possibility of a climatic change. Zwally et al. [1983b]
pointed out that the apparent changemay be due to the existence of polynyas in some of the years. Chiu [1983] and
Zwally et al. [1983b] extended the time seriesof the Antarctic
sea ice to the middle

of 1982 and found that the Antarctic

sea

ice area reboundedafter 1980 to above averagevaluesin 1981.
Because the downward

trend

of the mid and late 1970s has

not been maintained, a climatic changehas yet to be demonstrated.

In order to determine the significanceof monthly mean sea
ice changessuch as those discussedabove, it is necessaryto
estimate the natural variability (or "climatic noise") of the
mean. This is the variability which would occur in the absence
of any climate change,due only to the finite number of independent samplesin the averaging period. The variance of the
mean is approximately the variance associated with each
change, the monthly mean sea ice would still exhibit vari- sample divided by the number of independent samples. A
ations due to the integratedeffectof the high-frequencymore careful estimate involves the space-timeautocorrelation
changesstudiedhere, much like the drift of a particle experi- function, given by

encingBrownianmotionin the absenceof any externalforce.
¾(pl, p2; z)= 6C(pl, t) 6C(p2, t +
(For applicationsof this idea to seaice, seefor exampleLemke
where 6C(p, t) representsthe anomaly in the sea ice conet al. [1980] and Colonyand Thorndike[1985]).
centration
at a point p and at a time t, from which the mean
Trends of sea ice extent in the northern hemispherehave
cycleas well as any longterm trendshavebeen
been examinedby many, notably Walsh and Johnson[1979] seasonal
and Zakharov and $trokina [1978]. In the southern hemi- removed. a• and a2 are the standard deviations of 6C at pl
sphere,sea ice observationshave been fragmentary until the and p2, respectively,and the overbar indicates a seasonal
advent of satelliteswhich provide a global coverageof the ice average. Lemke et al. [1981] estimated this quantity using
field. Kukla et al. [1977] have compiled total snow and ice weekly data averagedover 10 degreelongitudinal sectors.To
data for the globe. They found that in the southern hemi- better interpret their results,higher spatial resolutionis clearly
spherethe ice extent in November, which parallels the annual desirable, but gaps in the data make it difficult to obtain
mean ice extent,showedan increasefor the period 1966-1972. stable statiticsat higher resolution.In this paper we present
From 1973-1980, when satellite data were incorporated into somecasestudieswhich provide a qualitative understanding
of the natural variability of sea ice and its correlation with
atmosphericforcing.
This paperis not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1986by
In the next section we describe the available data. Section 3
the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 6C0338.

describesa differencefilter that isolatesthe high frequency
variations,and focuseson one casestudy of possiblesea ice10,709
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ESMR TEMP O"E 60"S
250.
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293 by 293 grid points, enclosingthe 50 S latitude circle and
retaining the approximate 30 km resolutionof the data. Daily
and 3-day averaged values have been computed. The data
have also been compressedonto a 41 by 41 grid, having a
resolutionof about 250 km betweengrid points.
Monthly averagesare also presentedin false color mapped
format by Zwally et al. [1983a]. During the period 1973-1976,
for which the data are available, there are 7 missing months
due to insufficient usable data. For 3-day averagesthe situation for missingdata is worse.
Zwally et al. [1983a] have commented on the accuracy of
the data. The algorithm for converting brightnesstemperature
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is believed to be valid to about 15% of ice

concentration in the Antarctic. Becauseof the strong contrast
of emissivitybetween fresh ice and water at freezing,the edge
of the ice is quite distinct. Raynet and Howarth [1979] spatially differentiated the brightnesstemperatureand found that
the 155 K isotherm lies at the edge of a steep gradient in the
field of brightness temperature and corresponds approximately to an ice concentration of 15%. They identified this as
the edge of the ice. The same criteria is also used in the work
of Cavalieri and Parkinson [1981] and Parkinson and Cavalieri
[1982].
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Fig. 1. Time series of 3-day averaged 250-km gridded ESMR
brightnesstemperaturesat (a) 60 S, 0 E and (b) 65 S, 180 E.

atmosphereinteraction.Section4 discusses
the various time
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scalesassociatedwith sea ice. Section 5 summarizesour major

200

results,discusses
the climatologicalsignificanceof suchseaice
fluctuations,and suggests
possiblefuture work in seaice modeling.
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The sea ice data are derived from microwave temperature
observations taken on board NIMBUS 5 by the Electrically
Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR). A detailed description of both

the satellite

and the instrument

can be found in

Sabatini [1972]. Zwally et al. [1981] describe an algorithm
which converts the microwave temperature into ice concentration. Since climatological monthly mean air temperature is used in the algorithm, it may not be appropriate for
shorter

time

scales. Thus

our results described

in sections 3

and 4 are given in terms of observedbrightnesstemperatures
(and their gradients) rather than the derived ice concentrations. In section 4 we show that these brightnessvariations are dominated by sea ice changesdown to periods of 3
to 6 days, at which point other atmosphericand oceanicvariablesbegin to becomeimportant.
The data are put on a square polar stereographicmap of
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Fig. 2. Histogramsof the brightness
temperatures
from the time
seriesin Figure 1.
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twice daily on a 2.5ø latitude by 2.5ø longitude grid. Again
3-day averageshave been computed and usedin our study.

I

3.

A CASE STUDY

To seehow sea ice affectsthe ESMR microwavebrightness
temperature, let us examine two typical time seriesof 3-day
averaged ESMR brightnessfrom grid points at 60 S, 0 E and
68 S, 180 E, shown in Figure 1. These grid points are located
in the marginal zones between permanent sea ice and the
ocean in the Weddell and Rossseasrespectively.Missing data
is not plotted. The ocean,at 140 K, is uniformly "cold" in the
microwave compared to sea ice, which gives a "hot" signal, as

uJ

highas 240 K. It canbe seenin Pigure1 that the transition

I

75.
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•

from open water, with ESMR brightness temperatures of
about 130-140 K, is quite abrupt. The distribution of ESMR
temperatures is therefore bimodal, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows the time seriesof the ice extent at 0 E and 180
E, which is derived from the brightnesstemperatureusing the
technique of Raynet and Howarth [1979]. One can see the
existenceof rapid variations of the sea ice extent superposed
on the slowly varying seasonaltrends.
Figure 4 showsthe ice extent as a function of longitude for
3-day averageddata, beginningon Julian day 166 in 1974. For
convenience,3-day averagesare denotedby the first day of the
3-day average; e.g., day 166 is the average of day 166-168.
Five consecutive3-day averagesare presented,and to clarify
the graph each 3-day average is displaced by 3 degreeslati-
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3.1.

The Difference Filter

To focus on the high frequencyvariations, we shall study
only the changes in the microwave brightness temperature

about 15% ice concentration)for (a) 0 E and (b) 180 E.

ICE EXTENT
I

The atmosphericdata used here are the twice daily (11Z
and 23Z, but only 23Z before 1974) sea level pressure(SLP)
analysesproduced by the World Meteorological Center in
Melbourne, Australia. This data set is available through the
National Center of AtmosphericResearch(NCAR). The basic
analysesrely on initial specificationof mean sealevel pressure
and 1000 mbar to 500 mbar thicknessand incorporate all
conventional

and satellite cloud information

with

observations.

He

found

that

I

1

50.0

which

give deviationsfrom climatology [Gauntlett et al., 1972]. The
quality of the analyseswas discussedby Trenberth [1979]
who made casecomparisonsbetweenthe Australiananalyses,
the South African hemispheric Analyses, U.S. National
Meteorological Center analysesand the regional analysesin
Zealand

in rather

75

Fig. 3. Time seriesof the latitudinalpositionof the ice edge,definedby the 155 K brightness
temperature
contour(corresponding
to

New

embedded

months.
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available

features

irregular large-scalefeatures,and this seasonalpattern shows
no evident changesduring this two week period. It does,however, change on the seasonaltime scale.A Fourier analysisof
the seasonalpattern has been describedby Cavalieri and Parkinson[1981] and Parkinson and Cavalieri [1982]. Cornisoand
Zwally [1984] have determined the rate of growth and decay
of the seasonal pattern for various longitudinal sectors and

60.0

"the Aus-

tralian Analysesare by far the besthemisphericdata set available for this period although they contain a few imperfections." From the twice daily data, we computed 3-day
averagesfor our study.
The infrared radiation (IR) data are derived from scanning
radiometer measurementsaboard the NOAA operational satellites,having atmosphericwindowsin the 10.5 to 12.5 micron
region [-seeGruber and Winston, 1978]. The data are available

70.0
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Fig. 4. Three-dayaveragedice extentas a functionof longitude.
Here the curve labelled 166, for example,denotesthe averageice
extent for days 166-168, 1974. The label on the y axis refersto latitude of seaice extentfor day 166-168. Subsequent3-day averagesare
offsetby 5 degreeslatitudefor clarity.
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example Figure 1 and Figure 2). Winter is also the season
when the so-called"melt pond" effect on the microwave temperature is minimal [see Zwally et al., 1983a]. In the following
subsection,time differencingis used to reveal the existenceof
high frequency large-scale sea ice advection which would
otherwisebe obscureif a high passfilter was not used.

ICE DISPLACEMENT

3.2. High-Frequency Variations

In order to suppressthe seasonaland geographicalpattern
seen in Figure 4, we take the differencebetween each successive3-day averageas discussedin the previous subsection.
Figure 5 showsthe resultingice extent changesfor this period.
Days 169-166 denotes ice extent change from the 3-day
average of 166 to 169. An increasein ice latitude representsa
retreat in the ice line. Large scaleanomalieswhich are moving
eastward are now evident, and the peaks on each successive
day are connected by dashed lines. From the slope of the
dashed lines, an eastward speed of about 2.5 m/s at 60 S is

3.0
0.0

-3.0
011 90 180 270 360

estimated.

LONGITUDE

A space-time spectral analysis has been performed on the
3-day
average ice extent changesfor the winters of 1973 and
Fig. 5. Change in ice edge position for successive
3-day average
ice extents.The label on the y axis refersto ice changesfrom day 166 1974. Winter here is defined as day 153 to 240. A description
to 169 which is labelled 169-166. Subsequentchangesare offsetby 3 of the space-time spectral methodology is contained in the
degreesof latitude.
appendix. Becausethe difference between 3-day averages is
used, a missingtime point in the ice extent data represents2
from one time interval to the next, in other words the time missingpoints in the ice change.The missingdata points were
not included in the analysis.
derivative. Since the Fourier transform of a time derivative is
Previous studieshave shown that large scalefeaturesdomithe Fourier transformweightedby the frequency,the seasonal
cycle and other low frequenciesare suppressed,and we have a nate the longitudinal variations of sea ice extent, with zonal
simple high-passfilter. For a more comprehensivediscussion harmonics 1-6 explaining about 90% of the zonal variance
on the difference filter, the reader is referred to Jenkins and [Cavalieri and Parkinson, 1981]. Much of this variance is due
Watts [ 1975].
The time differencingeffectivelyremovesany geographically
fixed variations in sea ice extent. It also isolates regions of
TABLE 1. Space-TimeSpectrumof Ice Changes
rapid ice changeswith time scalesmuch shorter than the seasonal. This can be understood

Wave

as follows: Let the extent of sea

icef (x, t) be representedas

Frequency

f (x, t)= m(x, T, t) + f'(x, t)

1973

where x, t are longitudeand time and m(x, T, t) is a running
averageover a period of T = one season.Thus m is given by

1
2

3

•t + T/2

re(x,
T,t)=1/T
Jr
-T/2
f(x,t)dt

4

and f'(x, t), the residue,representsthe rapidly varying component of sea ice variations. Note that re(x, T, t) includes the
geographicallyfixed seasonalpattern previouslystudied in the
literature and evident in Figure 4. Since m is nearly constant
during a given week, it can be expanded in a Taylor series
about t = to of the form

5

6

1974

1

1

2

3

Number

4

5

6

0.10

0.64

1.58

0.92

0.14

0.08

(-64)

(30)

(78)

(29)

(18)

(82)

0.06

0.07

1.17

0.33

(94)

(87)

(- 26) (9)

0.13

0.01

(64)

(23)

0.05

0.20

0.43

0.19

0.09

0.01

(15)

(-67)

(75)

(96)

(66)

(- 32)

0.02

0.00

0.65

1.10

0.83

0.07

(47)

(- 7)

(57)

(77)

(93)

(95)

0.04

0.04

0.16

0.58

0.00

0.13

(92)

(-71)

(83)

(95)

(-12)

(76)

0.03

0.02

0.04

0.11

0.12

0.00

(- 99)

(86)

(-26)

(-25)

(82)

(82)

0.33

3.76

9.29

0.00

0.00

0.24

(-39)

(-38)

(93)

(82)

(25)

(-52)

0.01

0.07

4.11

0.37

0.01

0.24

m(x, T, t) = re(x, T, to) + dm/dt (t - to)

(64)

(-60)

(87)

(--81)

(14)

(-42)

0.03

0.04

0.09

3.38

0.17

0.00

where the first term representsthe seasonalmean and the

(-73)

(-74)

(-6)

(81)

(-37)

(-67)

second the seasonal trend

within

the season. A similar

ex-

0.04

0.46

0.09

0.02

0.01

0.09

(-9)

(79)

(53)

(76)

(17)

(89)

pansion can be obtained for f'(x, t). It can now be seen that
the differencingresultsin

0.03

0.07

0.01

0.98

0.02

0.01

(95)

(18)

(-53)

(59)

(26)

(-66)

0.26

0.02

0.01

0.06

0.02

0.14

f(x, t2) -- f(x, t•) = (dm/dt+ df'/dtXt2 -- t,)

(63)

(13)

(56)

(50)

(-17)

(27)

Note that m(x, T, to) is effectivelyremovedby the differencing
and what remains is the seasonal trend and intraseasonal

fluc-

tuations.

We shall focus on the winter seasons,where the seasonal

trend is smaller than the shorter period fluctuations(seefor

Units are in 0.01(degree/3day)2 for the variancespectrum
(upper
number) and hundredths (in parenthesis)for the net propagating
tendency.The total power in the space-timespectrafor 1973 and 1974
is 26.7 and 29.1, respectively,in the same units. The net propagating
tendencyis definedas positivefor a eastwardpropagatingwave.Unit
of frequencyis cycles/48days.
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Fig. 6. ESMR temperaturechangesfrom the 3-day averageindicatedon the upper right hand cornerof eachgraph.
The 160 K isothermis includedto indicatethe approximateposition of the ice edge(upper panels).The middle panels
showthe 3-day averagesea-levelpressureand surfacewind. Solid contoursencircleregionsof high pressure(> 1008mbar)
and dashedcontoursencircleregionsof low pressure(<992 mbar). The lower panelsshow the field of outgoinginfrared
radiation,derivedfrom radiometricmeasurements
aboard NOAA satellites,with high temperature(> 260 K) stippledand
low temperature(< 220 K) shaded.

to the seasonal pattern rn(x, T, t) discussedabove. In the in their analysis compare favorably with those of the long
spectra of ice extent changes,we find that large scalefeatures term observed ocean currents.
What is the nature of theseeastward propagating anomalies
still dominate, but are lesspronounced,with about 50% of the
zonal variance contained in the first 6 zonal harmonics.
found in our casestudy? The spaceand time scalesare clearly
Table 1 shows the space-timespectrum for planetary wave different from those of Lemke et al., though that could be due
numbers 1-6. The upper number is the variance in units of to the coarserresolution and/or statisticalaveragingemployed
0.01 (degree/3days)2, and shouldbe comparedwith the total in that study.The large scaleand the high speedof the propavariance, 26.7 and 29.1 in 1973 and 1974, respectively.For gation observed here suggest an atmospheric connection.
1973, the locus of maximum variance is approximately a Ackley [1980] has reviewedvarious possibleinteraction mechstraight line with lower frequenciescorrespondingto larger anismsbetweenseaice and atmosphericvariables.Most of the
scaleson the frequency-wave number plot. The ratio of fre- studiesexamine the associationon time scalesfrom weekly to
quency to wave number, which is the group velocity (here monthly. One appealing example is the wind driven mecharoughly 3 m/s), is independent of wave number, consistent nism proposed by Gordonand Taylor [1975] for the seasonal
with an advectiveprocess.The numbersin parenthesesare the change of the ice cover. Their hypothesisentailed a divergent
net propagatingtendencies(seeappendix).They show an east- ice field driven by Ekman drift induced by a divergent wind
ward propagation for wave numbers 3 and 4 (with some low field. Qualitative agreementbetweenthe observedand predicpower exceptions).Becauseof the short duration of the time ted ice expansion during the period of ice advance of the
seriesand the number of missingdata points, this result must seasonalcycle was found. On a shorter time scale,Hibler and
be consideredtentative and servesmerely as a different repre- Ackley [1983] did a simulation of the sea ice pack in the
sentationof Figure 5.
Weddell sea with an ice model that included ice dynamics
The position of the sea ice edge is determined by sea ice driven by the observedatmosphericconditions.Thorndikeand
advectionand melting or freezing.The displacementof the ice Colony [1982] also showedthat 50% of the ice motion in the
edge in turn affects the energy balance of the ice edge and Arctic can be interpreted in terms of the surfacegeostrophic
hence there are strong feedbacksbetween sea ice and atmo- wind alone. In the following, we shall examine the relation of
spheric and oceanic variations. Lernke et al. [1981] used a the ice anomalies and the surface wind as indicated by the
dynamical model which includeslateral diffusion and advec- sea-levelpressure.
tion to model Arctic and Antarctic sea ice variations. The data
The ESMR temperature changes for 3-day averages are
used in their study were weekly mean ice extentsfor every 10 shown in Figure 6 for the period of our case (upper panel).
degreesof longitude for the Antarctic and monthly means The 160 K isotherm is included to indicate the approximate
with the same spatial resolution for the Arctic. They found position of the ice edge.A positive changein ESMR temperthat both diffusion and advection are important in explaining ature representseither an increasein ice concentrationor an
sea ice variations in the Antarctic. The advectivespeedsfound advance of the ice. Comparing the ESMR brightnesstemper-
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totward transportof seaice.The rapid response
of the seaice
in our casesuggests
a dynamicresponseas opposedto that
observedfor stationary monthly mean conditionswhich is

ESMR TEMP CHANGE (DAILYAVG)

[] >1OK

F"/I<-1 OK

probably more thermodynamicin nature.
On the lower panel of Figure 6 is shownthe corresponding
3-day averaged infrared radiation (IR) derived from radiometric measurement

aboard

the NOAA

satellites for the same

period. Sincethe effectiveradiative temperatureof clear air is
nearly equal to the surfacetemperature,while in the presence
of high clouds it drops to a value near the tropopause, the
outgoing IR is a better indicator of high cloud than surface
pressure.(See, for example, Cahalan et al. ['1982], and referencestherein.) Regionsof low IR are generallyassociatedwith
high cloudiness,except over the high elevationsof the continent, where the surfacetemperaturemay approach that of the
tropopause.Conversely,high IR generallyimplies low cloudiness.Note that there is no indication of high cloud associated
with the low pressurecenteredat the upper right in the Indian

160K•
/,,,

Ocean

lb ESMR TEMP CHANGE(6-DAILYAVG)

[] >10øK

sector.

While Figure 6 showsno clear correlation between the IR
and the ESMR temperatureat eachpoint, the positiveESMR
anomaliesdo tend to be associatedwith high IR. This is consistentwith the idea that in regionsof increasedsea ice concentration,one has reducedevaporationand correspondingly

• <-10øK
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Fig. 7. (a) ESMR temperaturechange between daily averagesof
days 167 and 166. (b) ESMR temperature changesbetween 6-day
averagetemperaturesfor periodsbeginningon days 169 and 163.
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ature and the ice extent change,it can be seenthat increasesin
ice extent correspond to increasesin ESMR temperature.
HISTOGRAM OF ESMR TEMP CHANGE
(Recall that the brightnesstemperatureof ice is considerably
]
I
•
I
]
I
'
I
'
I
•
higher than that of open water at the wavelengthof the
O
=
7.5K
ESMR instrument.) The corresponding3-day averaged sealevel pressureis shown in the middle panel of Figure 6. During
this period, the synoptic situation in the Antarctic is
characterized by the usual climatological high pressureover
the pole, and eastward-movingpressuresystems,typically of
waves 2-4, along the open water/sea ice boundary. There
seemsto be a correspondencebetweenthe low pressureareas
and the regions of ice advance. The eastward speed of the
o 200.
o
pressuresystemsis estimated to be roughly 3 m/s, agreeing
z
roughly with the speedof the ice anomalies.
The correspondencebetween areas of sea ice growth and
100.
low pressurecenterswas also noted by Cavalieri and Parkinson [1981] in examining sea ice and circulation changes.They
showeda casein which the pressurefield is almost stationary,
0. •'--•' ñ•= •
- ----30
-20
- 10
0
10
20
30
with the trough of zonal wave number 2 in sea level pressure
TEMP CHANGE
located in the Ross and eastern Weddell sea. There is rapid
sea ice growth in the western and central Weddell sea. The
Fig. 8. (a) Histogramof 6-dayaveragetemperature
beginning
on
suggestionis that the sea ice growth is due to sustainedadvec- day 163.(b)Histogramof 6-dayaveragetemperature
changes
between
tion of cold air from the more southernlatitudesand an equa- periodsbeginningon days 169 and 163.
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Standard Deviations of ESMR Temperature Changes
for Different AveragingPeriods

0 = 4.5K

Regime
'.,

Averaging
Period

Water (< 145 K),
K/day

Ice (> 145 K),
K/day

Ratio

1 day
3 day
6 day

6.6
1.8
0.72
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4.

TIME SCALES

In the case study of section 3, 3-day averaged ice extent is
used becauseit is readily available. The microwave temperature, from which the ice extent is derived, is a function not
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just of the ice but also of a number of atmosphericand oceanic variables (e.g.,water content, surfacewind, sea temperature
and atmospheric temperature) and therefore contains other
time scalesassociatedwith these variables. To assessthe significanceof an ice signalin our casestudy, an examination of

Scatter diagrams of mean temperature versus temperature
changesfor (a) 1-day,(b) 3-day, and (c) 6-day averages.

lesscloudiness,
and thusincreasedIR coolingto space,which
tendsto reinforcethe formation of sea ice. Suchpositivefeedback between sea ice and cloudinesshas been suggestedby

various investigators[e.g., Crane and Barry, 1984; Carsey,
1980].While it certainlycannotbe verifiedwith any statistical
confidence from the few cases studied so far, these cases do

point to an importantpossiblerelationshipwhichshouldbe
testedin modelshavinginteractivecloudiness,oncesomeconfidenceis gainedin the modelcloudiness
itself.

Figure 7 depictsthe effect of time averagingon the field of
ESMR temperature changes.In Figure 7a is shown the temperature change from 1 day (day 165) to the next day. It can
be seenthat most of the large changes(> 10 K) are located in
regionsoutside the 160 K contour (i.e., over the open ocean).
These changes are therefore indicative of meteorological
changes over the ocean. Figure 7b shows a similar field of
ESMR temperature and ESMR temperature changes for
6-day averageddata. It can now be seenthat most of the large
changesare concentratedalong the 160 K contour,indicating
an ice signalin the ESMR temperature.Differencesas large as
20-30 K are present,but only the 10 K isotherm is indicated
for clarity. For 3-day averages(Figure 6) a major fraction of
the large changesare found along the 160 K isotherm, but
patchesare also found over the open ocean.Hence the 3-day
averagingperiod is probably the minimum time scalefor sampling ice changes.
The standard deviations of the temperature changesfor 6
day averagesdepicted in Figure 7b have been calculated and
the histograms of both the temperature and the associated
temperature changesare shown in Figbre 8. While the histogram of temperature(Figure 8a) showsa sharp peak at 135 K
and a relatively broad peak at 235 K, representingthe water
and ice regimes, respectively,the histogram of temperature
changes (Figure 8b) shows a bell-shaped distribution, with
standard deviation of 7.5 K per 6 days,or 1.25 K per day.
To delineatetemperaturechangesdue to changesin the ice
and water, respectively,Figure 9 shows plots of the temperature changesversusthe mean temperaturefor 1-day, 3-day,
and 6-day averages.For 1-day averages(Figure 9a) a large
scatter is found near 135 K, whereas for 6-day average
changes (Figure 9c) a large scatter is found at temperatures
greater than 145 K.
To quantify the effectof time averaging,the data have been
divided into the ice and water regimesand the standard deviations computed for different averaging periods. The results
are summarizedin Table 2. The ice regime is defined as the
region in which the mean temperatureexceeds145 K, and the
water regime is defined as the region in which the mean temperature is less than 145 K. From the relation between ice
concentration and microwave temperature, the 145 K isotherm correspondsroughly to an ice concentration of 10%
[Zwally et al., 1983a]. From Table 2 one can see the drastic
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ice edge displacementspresumably require a more realistic
nonlinear dynamical model.
Whether the observedtemperatureanomaliesare associated
with any displacementof the marginal ice zone, or are due
instead to changes in ice concentration within the zone is

OF TEMPERATURE

TRANSITION
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certainly open to question.While the data appearsincapable
of resolvingthis questionat present,it would be interestingto
seehow various sea ice modelsof Antarctica would respond
to planetary-scalepressurewaves. The results of such an experiment could be compared with results of the case study
presentedhere, and may also suggestnew featuresof the natural variability of sea ice.
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1
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WATER
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LATITUDE

Fig. 10. Schematicof model of temperatureat the interfacebetween
sea ice and open ocean.

increase in the ratio of the ice regime standard deviation to
the water regime standard deviation as the averaging period
increases.Thus, as the period increasesfrom 3 days, the
ESMR temperature changes are increasingly dominated by
the ice regime.
The ice regime can further be divided into a permanent ice
zone and a marginal ice zone. The permanent ice zone is
characterizedby points that show little change,i.e. points located near the x-axis in Figure 9. These points constitute a
major portion of the sea ice area, but show no large variability.
The above exercisesuggests3-day averagingis probably the
minimum averaging period required for filtering out sufficient
meteorologicalvariability, while still retaining the ice signalin
the ESMR temperaturefield.
5.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Based on the casesstudied here, the following observations
have been made of the high-frequencyvariability of sea ice:
wave numbers 1•4 predominate;advectivespeedsof about 3
m/s; consistentwith forcingby surfacewind stress;increased
ice associatedwith increasedradiative cooling.
From

the three winter

seasons of data

available

y(x,t)= • (Ck(t)cos(kx)+ Sk(t)sin(kx))
where k is the zonal wave number.

period,we have found 3 casessimilar to Figure 5, in which
advectinglarge-scaleseaice anomaliesare evident,and 6 cases
in which they are not observed.There is thus about a onethird probability of observingthis phenomenonduring any
given 2-week period in the winter.
In order to relate the observedchangesin ESMR brightness
temperatureto changesin seaice,we considera simplemodel.
We imagine a linear profile of temperatureat the interface
betweenseaice and water, decreasingfrom the seaice temperature T(I) to the oceantemperatureT(O) over a distanceof w
degreesof latitude, as shown in Figure 10. If the ice edge is
then displacedby a distanced, the largesttemperaturechange
occursat the previouslocation,and is givenby
T(O))d/(d + w)

For T(I) = 235 K, T(W) = 135 K, w = 2 degreeslatitude, and
d = 0.5 degreeslatitude, this temperaturechangeis about 20
K, consistentwith typical valuesseenin Figure 6. Note that
we could shift the ice boundary on the right also, but as long
as d <<w the results are not sensitiveto such changes.Larger

(A1)

Also assume that the sea-

sonal trend and zonal means have been removed, so that

fydt=O=
•ydx

(A2)

The coefficientsC•, and S•,are determinedby multiplying Eq.
(A1) by cos (kx) and sin (kx), respectively,and integrating over
x. If we assumethat y consistsof travellingwavesin the form

y(x,t)= • • (RkjCOS
(kx+ jt +
k

j

+ R•,_jcos(kx -it + •k-1))

(A3)

wherej is angular frequency,the first term representswestward motion, and the second term represents eastward
motion. Expanding (A2) in the form of (A1) and equating

coefficients,
we get expressions
for Rk•,Rk-•, •k•, and (I)k_•.
Expanding the coefficientsas

Ck(t)= • (Anjcos(jt) + B•qsin(jt))

from

ESMR we can obtain some idea of the representativeness
of
the casestudydescribedin section3. Out of all casesin which
at least 5 successive3-day averagesare available during this

fit = (T(I)-

Hayashi [1971] introduced a method of decomposing a
wave field into retrogressive(westward) and progressive(eastward) travelling waves. Let the field of space and time be
representedas spatial Fourier components

J

(A4)

Sn(t)= • (anjcos(it) + bkjsin(jt))
J

then the crossspectralquantities are evaluatedas

Pj(Ck)= (/12q-B2)/2

Pj(Sn)
= (a2 + b2)/2
(A5)

Qj(Cn,so = (Ba- Ab)/2

Kj(Cn,SO- (Aa + Bb)/2

where P is the power spectrum,Q is the quadrature spectrum,
and K is the cospectrum.The progressiveand retrogressive
spectralpower is given by

PE(k,j) = (P•(C•)+ P•(SO+ 2Q•(Ck,S•,))/4

(A6)

PW(k,j)= (Pj(Cn)+ Pi(sn)- 2Qj(Cn,S0)/4
respectively.
The net propagating tendency, defined as [Straus and
$hukla, 1981]:
NPT = (PE-

PW)/(PE + PW)

(A7)

is thereforepositive if PE > P W, i.e., a net eastwardpropaga.
tion.
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